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Barlow Tyrie Capri Teak Ultra Sun
Chaise Lounge with Wheels and Pull-
out Tray
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The Ultra lounger features solid teak wheels with rubber tires, which enables them to be positioned easily
using the full width handle at the foot of the lounger. The lounger has a backrest adjustable to four positions,
including completely flat. This lounger features a leg rest, which adjusts to two different raised positions for
added comfort and a pull out drinks tray, which can be used on either side or stored out of sight when not
required. This lounger requires some assembly and is supplied in a carton. Unlike the standard and deluxe
models, the Ultra lounger comes complete with armrests and tray. These items are ordered separately on
other models.

Our classic Capri sun loungers have been gracing pool sides, decks and terraces for many years. Their simple
clean lines being appreciated around the world. With three versions to choose from, Capri sun loungers offer
various design features to suit individual tastes and requirements.

Barlow Tyrie manufactures an extensive range of teak outdoor garden furniture with traditional designs that
include teak chairs and tables, teak steamers, teak benches and swings, as well as sun loungers, bar furniture
and deep seating pieces. We also manufacture our own extensive ranges of furniture in both stainless steel
and aluminum, which include chairs, tables, loungers, bar sets and deep seating. Enjoy your Barlow Tyrie
shopping experience while you view teak designs rich with heritage and built to give decades of satisfaction.

Please Note: Fabrics, canopies, cushions, covers, special order sling colors, and special order finishes are
considered customized and may have longer lead times. These items cannot be cancelled, returned, or
exchanged.

Price is listed per item; minimum order quantity of two
Four position backrest
Adjustable leg rest
Pull-out side tray included
Rubber shod teak wheels
78"L x 29"W x 36"H; SH 12"; AH 16"; 64 lbs
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